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Vizz - Schneider ballpoint pen with innovative Gelco® technology.

Why be drab when it can be colourful?
Schneider brings colour into life and not only that.

Schneider not only offers a different ballpoint pen, but also one that immediately surprises while writing. It glides
extremely easily over the paper, effortlessly almost like gel, and quick writing is possible too. It almost runs by
itself, so that it is amazing how quickly what’s necessary has been put on paper.

The new long lasting ballpoint pen from Schneider is called Vizz and the secret behind the great writing feel is the
advanced Gelco® technology newly developed by Schneider. It comes in 10 beautiful writing colours, some of
which are waterproof according to the ISO 12757-2 standard (black, blue, light blue, midnight blue and green). It
is available in the line width F or M. The colour of the barrel and the cap is always the same as the writing colour,
so that the right ballpoint pen can always be found.

The ballpoint pen barrel is made of 94 percent recycled plastic. The wear-resistant stainless steel tip of the
modern ballpoint pen also scores with its sustainability. It writes and writes. The barrel is transparent so that the
ink level can be checked at a glance. The cap with clip fits neatly on the end of the barrel and makes handling
easier.

This writing instrument is fun in the office, at school and at home. Available in boxes of 50 pieces for the colours
black and blue, in boxes of 10 for all the other colours, as a wallet of 10 mixed colours in line width M and as a
blister pack of 4 also in line width M.

In short, Vizz: - colourful, fast, very long lasting and sustainable
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Schneider ballpoint pen Vizz comes in 10 beautiful writing colours, some of which are waterproof according to the
ISO 12757-2 standard.
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Schneider not only offers a different ballpoint pen, but also one that immediately surprises while writing. It glides
extremely easily over the paper, effortlessly almost like gel, and quick writing is possible too.
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Schneider ballpoint pen Vizz - The colour of the barrel and the cap is always the same as the writing colour, so
that the right ballpoint pen can always be found.
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The wear-resistant stainless steel tip of the modern ballpoint pen Vizz also scores with its sustainability.
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Schneider ballpoint pen Vizz cap with clip fits neatly on the end of the barrel and makes handling easier.
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Schneider ballpoint pen Vizz available as a wallet of 10 mixed colours in line width M.
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Schneider ballpoint pen Vizz brings colour into life and not only that.
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